
                                                 “Bloom”ing the Depth of Knowledge 
 

                                                                                                               

                                                                                                            Define _______.                       List the ______. 

                                                                                              Identify the facts ______.                     How would you describe? 

                                                                                  How would you identify?                                       List the _____ in order. 

                                                                          How would you recognize?                                              Point out the _______.        

                                                                   What are _____?      When did _____?        Where did _____?        Who was ______?                                                                                                        

                                                                      Why did ____?    Which one ____?                             What do you remember about ____?                                                                                             

                                                                Label the _____.                                                                                            Tell me ______. 

                                                                                                                                            Recall 

                       Determine the value.                                                   Draw              Identify         List          Label                                  How would you clarify                            

                    Do you agree with ____?                                                Define               Memorize              Illustrate                              the meaning of ____? 

                       Why or Why not?                                    Arrange            Who, What, When, Where, Why         Measure                How would you summarize ___?  

               How could you rate____?                                   Repeat       State                Tell              Tabulate      Name                          How would you distinguish ___? 

            How would you prove ____?                                          Recite          Recognize         Match           Quote                                     What did you observe ____? 

       Is there a better solution to ___?         Design                   Use                                                    Calculate                  Infer                    How can you classify ____? 

     Rank the importance of ____?                                                                                                                                     Categorize                   Predict the outcome of ____?       

  What can you say to defend your     Connect                                                      Level                                Collect and Display             Why do you think ____? 

  answer?                                                                                                                                                           One                                                Identify Patterns               What inference can you make?        

What information can you use         Synthesize                                                    (Recall)                                  Graph            Organize         What is the relationship  

 to support ____?                                                                              Level                                 Level            Classify         Construct            between ___ ? 

What is your opinion of ____?        Apply Concepts                         Four                                   Two          Separate            Modify              How can you categorize ___? 

What would you recommend?                                                                 (Extended                                          (Skill/               Cause/Effect        Predict            How can you revise ____? 

Devise a rule _____.                         Critique                                      Thinking)                                      Concept)          Estimate             Interpret         What could have caused ___? 

 Design a ____ to ____.                                                                                                                              Compare           Distinguish     What would be the result if __?               

  Predict the outcome if ____.        Analyze                                                  Level Three                 Relate      Use Context Cues        How would you organize to  

   How would you improve ____?                                                                    (Strategic Thinking)                             Make Observations              ____ show____? 

     What alternative would you        Create                              Revise                                      Assess                     Summarize            How would you demonstrate__? 

        suggest for ___?                                                                         Develop a Logical Argument                               Show             What are the patterns of __?   

          What could you invent ___?         Prove                 Apprise                                                     Construct                                What happened as a result of __? 

            What would happen if ____?                                   Use Concepts to Solve Non-Routine Problems                                  How would you present ____? 

                 How would you elaborate on the                      Critique                                                                    Compare                     How would you change __ if __? 

                    reason?                                                                               Explain Phenomena in Terms of Concepts                                     Show the steps of ___? 

                          What are the different                              Formulate                 Draw Conclusions              Investigate       

                              ways you can __?       Discuss the                     Hypothesize                               Differentiate              Explain ____.    

                                                                pros and cons of ___?                                   Cite Evidence                           How do you know     ___? 

                                                           What was the theme ____?                                                                                    What ideas justify ____?              

                                                    What conclusions can you draw?                                                                      What could have caused ____?                                                 

                                                         What was the problem with ____?                                                                 How can you explain ____? 

                                                               What was the purpose of ______?                                     What was the problem with ____? 

Adopted from Depth of Knowledge Levels                              Why do you think _____?                                     How is ____ connected to ____?                                   Created by Christina Kim 

and Bloom’s Taxonomy                                                                                      How would you compare and contrast____?                                                                    

Describe 

Explain 

Interpret 


